5. Elementary Feng Shui (Topography)
Mountains/Landform
The ancient Chinese used the terminology dragon as a symbol of a mountain/hill. In simplicity
term, a good dragon provides support and strengths as root to residential. The
definition of a good dragon (not considering time factor) is well planted with trees that still
growing. Such trees are said to be the hair of dragon that protects the dragon from being sick.
The bad mountains are normally without trees or dying trees.
Good Mountains (Dragons)

With different growing tress

Still growing

Combined with Water element

Bad Mountains (Dragons)

Basically a dead mountain

A dying mountain

Spike is bad for health

Mountains are said to ‘govern person’, this implying that beside providing support for a
residential it is also affect the residents’ health. A good mountain is able to help couples
to conceive easily and like wise, a bad mountain will result in difficulties to conceive.
In modern Feng Shui, building blocks or high rises are said to represent mountains.

External Unwanted Energies

Lamppost

Sharp Object

Satellite plate

Aerial

Objects like lamppost, sharp objects, satellite, aerial and construction sites will
generate or radiate invisible inauspicious energies that unfavorable especially affects
health problems. All depends on which direction these objects come from. If the
direction is from East, this means that the bad energies from East will directly
effecting ones health and the solution for such setting would be by placing Red color
stuff to drain the Wood energies or Metal a like stuff to direct obstruct the bad
energies. This applies especially for construction sites.
Construction sites

Below is the solution to counter bad energies:
Bad Energies Directions
Directions

Solutions

North

Brown/Green color stuff

East

Gold/Red color stuff

South

Blue/Brown color stuff

West

Fire/Blue color stuff

Stuff: carpets/books/music box/clock/sofa/chairs/furniture/curtains/piece of
cloth/fengshui items.

Dying Trees in front or near your house is not good for Feng Shui (too much Yin Energies)

Too big trees in front or near your house is not good for Feng Shui either (too much Yang energies)

Your house under a highway cross over of bridge is said to affects your house Feng Shui (disruption of
natural flow of Feng Shui)

